Delivering secure
content the world over.
Global Experts in Media Management

Media management services & solutions

Any content, any format,
any platform delivered
on time, every time

TVT services
Broadcasters TVT reduces operating costs
through the use of efficient workflows and

As the global expert and trusted partner in

scalable operations to provide services from

secure, efficient media management and

content acquisition coordination, compliance

processing of content, TVT manages over

and versioning editing, coordination with

5,000 assets every week, delivering

language and access service vendors,

transmission-ready content for linear and

metadata management and delivery to

VOD, complied, localised and packaged

linear playout and VOD platforms.

with the correct ancillary assets and
enhanced metadata.

VOD Platforms TVT’s media preparation,
management and packaging services ensure

A secure, cloud-based content management

a scalable and swift response to fluctuating

workflow software, state-of-the-art media post

demand for VOD content whilst maintaining

production facilities and expert team ensures

the highest levels of quality.

that TVT can scale to meet any requirements.

Rights Owners TVT provides a full media

TVT difference

management and delivery service, ensuring

TVT’s innovative software, ContentSelect,

offering additional features including

efficiently manages bespoke and complex
digital workflows. A secure dashboard offers
customers a real-time view of all content status

branded web portals to support sales
and marketing activities.

Rights Owners

Archive Owners TVT provides digitisation

confidence that their content is being processed

solutions along with editorial and restoration

and delivered correctly and on time.

options to enable preservation of historic

are free to focus on commercial activities, while
TVT does the media processing heavy lifting.

VOD Platforms

that programme sales are fulfilled, and

at every stage of the workflow, giving them

By minimizing operational overheads, customers

Broadcasters

materials, and enables file based browse,
access and delivery methods, all backed up

Archive Owners

by a powerful library cataloguing and
search platform to facilitate future
commercial exploitation.
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